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A classic with a modern touch:
Herringbone laminate ﬂooring
Full of tradition and atmosphere: Herringbone is one of the most popular laying patterns around – and with good
reason! Herringbone has a sophisticated and elegant look and is extremely varied, making it a great ﬂoor for both
spacious and relatively small rooms.
With the MeisterDesign. laminate Edition M6, herringbone has now been given a modern interpretation. As a
laminate ﬂooring in four authentic oak imitations that are easy to maintain, MEISTER is bringing the traditional herringbone look to the present. It's the best of both worlds: Fine elegance meets durability, a classic laying pattern
meets modern ﬂoor technology! The high-quality surface structure and a ﬁne microbevel around each individual
plank make Edition M6 laminate ﬂooring look particularly authentic and natural. At the same time they're as robust
as only MEISTER laminate ﬂooring can be: The special Diamond Pro surface is particularly scratch-resistant as well
as being colour-fast and even chemical resistant. Another point in its favour: Installation is child's play with the patented UniZip installation system! Only one plank type is used, so no right and left planks are needed.

Diamond Pro® surface

Anti-static decor paper

HDF middle layer

Backing

Perfect for ﬂoor heating:
thermal resistance 0.057 (m²K)/W

MeisterDesign. laminate Edition M6
| Short plank (for a “herringbone” look)

| Click system: UniZip

| Wear class 23 | 32

| MEISTER warranty*: 25 years in living areas,

| All-round micro-bevel

5 years in commercial areas

| Diamond Pro® surface

| Thickness: 8 mm

| Antistatic surface

| Effective measurement: 620 x 155 mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

EDITION M6

Sand oak 7004 | wood effect

Amber oak 7002 | wood effect

Champagne oak 7001 | wood effect

Relax pure oak 6863 | wood effect
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